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Abstract. A formal system for assigning typschewes to untvped A-terms, due in essence to 
Ipt.B. Curry, was @ten in Windley “The completeness theorem for typing A-terms”, Trheoret. 
Contpur. 5% 22 (1983) l-17. this issue. The system was proved complete with respect to two 
d&rent scmanticx, and conjectured to be complete with respect to a third, the F-semantics. 
Thts paper prokcs that coniecture. The type-schemes have ‘+’ (exponentiation) as their only 
connective. 
This paper is a proof of the conjecture in Hindley [ 1, end of Section 41, that the 
formal type-assignment system +-p in [l, Section 1, Definition 2] is complete with 
respect to the F-semantics defined in [l, Section 41. The notation of [1] will be 
used without further explanation. (I am very grateful to Gordon Plotkin for 
criticizing earlier versions of this proof and suggesting improvements. In particular 
the definition of p l below is his, correcting an earlier p 1 of mine which was too naive.) 
Completeness Theorem IA@ ). If 3 e,,ti crX irr the F-semmtics, then 2!l i Ao ax. 
Proof. I use essentially the same method as in [l, Section 3 (completeness for 
simple semantics)], but with some complications. Subscripts ‘h/3’ will usually be 
omitted or shortened to ‘/3’. 
First, if the set S of term-variables that are not in 3 is finite, we can map %? into 
a smaller set of variables as in [ 1, Section 3 Case 21. From now r>n, assume that S 
is infinite. Then, as in [ 1, Section 3 Case 11, we can expand %? to a set 2” of 
statements in which each type-scheme is assIgned to an infinity of term-variables, 
and no term-variable is the subject of more than one statement, and no variable 
in a’ -3 occurs in X. 
Consider the term model for hp. In [l, Section 31 a very simple interpretation 
of the term-variables was used: p(x ) = [x]. But we cannot use that p here, because 
if a statement (p -, y)x occurs in %? +, then we must interpret x as a function, 
namely a member of F. SC we use here a new p. The degree of a term-variable x 
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is defined thus: if B+ contains a statement of form 
define degree (x) = n ; otherwise define degree (x) = 0. (Degree is unique because x
cannot occur twice in 3?+. If degree (x) = 0, then either x does not occur in 3’ or 
x has atomic type-scheme.) Now define p1 thus: 
PI(X) = [ho, l 9 l v,,~v~ l * l vJ, n = degree (x). 
(Here vl,. . . , v,, are chosen distinct from each other and from x ; and if n = 0 then 
PI(X) = [xl.> 
Now F is the set of all members of the model which have form lAx.Ml,, for 
various X, M, p. So by the properties of term models, [ 1, Section 21, 
[Y&F w ‘I’ =A0 Ax.M for some .x,M. 
Hence if degree (x) I > 1 then [xDp, is in F; and furthermore, so Is [.x Y1 l 9 l I+‘& BP, for 
all k sdegree (x)- 1. 
For any Y, define Y’ to be the result of substituting hcl l l * t\m.sc‘ 1 9 l - co t v = 
degree (x)) for each variable x free in Y. Then by [l, Section 2, remarks on term 
models], 
II YIIP, = WI. 
Now define a valuation V of the type-variables: 
V(u ) = {[ Y’]: B + t-- a Y}. 
(This differs from the V in [ 1, Section $1 only in being restricted to terms of the 
form z”.) Then for all S 
(Proof later. ) 
Now if $3 t= cr,Y, then in particular 
and so by (l), 
Then 3 I- OX by the argument in [ 1, Section 3 Case I). 
It only remains to prove ( 1). 
Proof of (I). Unfortunately (1) is not so easy as the corresponding result for the 
simple semantics. There, every member of the model was the interpretation of a 
term; for all terms T, we had [T] = [ Tl,,,,. But with the present pi not every [T] is 
a term’s interpretation. ([T] is only the interpretation of a term I’ when T =B Y’.) 
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Thus (1) has two parts: 
VY{[Y’]E[6jY e 99’ I- SY), 
VT{[T]e[SJ/v -r, (3Y)T =@ Y’). 
The proof of Q la) ailrd (1 b) is by induction on 8. The 
V. Rw the induction step, iet 6 = (p + y). 
Induction step for (1 a). For all terms Y, [Y’] E [p -, yl v 
(14 
(lb) 
basis is the definition of 
iff (by definition of [ jj 
This is equivalent, by induction hypothesis (lb), to 
[Y’]eF and Vz{[z’]~([pj~, * [(~Z)‘]~[yjj~}. 
This is equivalent, by definition of F and by induction hypothesis (la), to 
Now it is enough to pmvc (2) equivalent to 
Proof that (2) + (3). Let (2) hold, and choose 2 to be a z nor in I’, and such 
that pz E 89’. Then by (2), 
93’ I- y(Yz). 
iience by i+i), 
a+-{pz) e @-*y)(hr.Yz!. 
Now AZ. Yz q-reduces to r’, so by the corollary to the subject-reduction theorem, 
Hence (3). 
Proof that (3) =+ 12). Let 8 + (/3 -+ y)Y. The only problem is to prove that 
1 ,! =@ A.&-l for some x and A4. First, by the normal form theorem Y has a normal 
form b’*. and 
Now Y reduces to I’*, so Y’ rcchws to Y*‘, and so it is enough to prove that 
1 r*t =Ij AX.M. If Y* has form hx.M, then so does Y *‘. If Y* has not form hx.M, then 
because Y* is a normal form, we must have 
‘t .v =c - VI ’ * - v,, 
for some 2, VI, - - - , Vrn, m a 0. In this case the deduction of @? + y) Y* must start 
ivith an assumption of form 
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This assumption must be in W+, SC t h;)o: degree m + k (k 3 1). Hence by definition, 
Y”‘=-(Av, l l ’ Vm+&.ZV1 l * ’ vm+k)V: l ” v:, 
This proves (3) + (2), and completes the induction step for ( $a). 
Induction step for (1 b). Let [T] E [@ + y]~. Then by the definition of [ 1 and F, 
T =p hx.M for some x, M, 
V~WldPlb 3 CTZ’ld~bh 
Choose 2 = z, .z not in MT and /3r E B+. Let n 30 be degree (2); then 
2’ = hv 1 ’ ’ ’ V,.ZVI ’ *’ 0,. 
(4) 
(3 
By the induction-hypothesis (la), [z’]E[P~~; so by (3, 
Hence by induction-hypothesis (I a) and (lb), 
(3Y) Tz’ =@ I-“, 
a+ t- yY'. 0% 
We must prove that T =O U for some U; in fact we shall prove T =@ T’. First, 
note that 
T bus LI /3-rwrmal forHr. (91 
(Proof. By [2 p. 124 Lemma 13.11 a term has a /3-ncwmal form ilT it has a fiq-normal 
form. By (8) and the normal form theorem, Y’ has a @?I-normal form; hence by 
(7), Tt ’ has one, say CV’. Now, 
And hz. W has a ,%I-normal form, so T has one.1 
Ry (9), we can assume that T is in p-normal form. Then by f-l) and the 
Church-Rosser Theorem, 
T = /\s.hl 
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because for all distinct y, ul, . . . , u,,,, 
Av, - l l C,.(,\V~ l l l vm.yvl l l l v,)o, l l l vm +hvl ’ n l v,.yul . l ’ vm. 
Then 
[f’/X]M =#g [f’/Xjf@. (11) 
(Proof. 
I~‘/~3M” =fi [AX.W)Z ’ 
r T’$ sB T’z” by (10) 
= (Tz’)’ 
cp y’@ by substitution into (7) 
=$j Y’ by (10) 
=@ Tz' by (7) 
= (As.M)Z =p [z’/xJM.) 
From (1 l), A4 = MO follows by Lemma 1 below. This prove’; (lb); to prove 
completeness we only need prove Lemma 1. 0 
Lemma 1. For all distinct zt s, y 1, . . . , yk, and all n, n 1, . . . , nk 3 0, and ail/3-normal 
forms M, choose L* Ir c2, . . . distinct from z, y 1, . . . , yk and define 
then 
[z ‘;x]M =@ [z’/x;(M”) =+ M =p M”. 
Remark. It might seem neater to say the following: 
(~M)(VN){[z’lx]M =a [z’/x]N 3 M =B N). 
But unfortunately this fails. for example it n = 1 and 
N = ALW, N =I x, 
then 
Psoof of Lemma 1. Induction on M. (Note that M and M” have the same free 
-variables.) For all I’ let Y’ = [z’/z ] Y. 
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Cuse 1: NO yi is free in M. Then MO = M. 
Case 2: x is not free in A4. Then 
Case 3: M = ho.P. The lemma’s tatement is invariant under change a,f bound 
variables, so we can assume ve { y 1, . l l , yk, z, x}. Then A@ = Ao.P’, and 
P’ =o ((ho.P)u)+ = (MO)’ = M’o 
=@ MO% by assumption 
= (Mu) o+ =p PO+. 
So by induction hypothesis, P = 8 PO. Hence M =e M”. 
Case& M=vMl-mM,on5{y~,...,y~,x}.Then 
Ad+= vM; a l 9 M:, MO+ = “My+ . . . My’, 
andifM’= p MO+ then by the Church-Rosser Theorem 
(Vi) M; =pM:+. 
Hence by induction hypothesis Mi =o My for all i, so M =B MO. 
Case 5. M = xM, l 9 l Mr. Then 
MOzxM+M; 
and 
If n 6 T, then 
hence by Church-Rosser, MT = 13 My’ for all i, and the induction hypothesis gives 
the result. 
If tz a:r+ 1, then 
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If nj atl+ 1, t’hen MO’ &reduces to a term of form Aor+&, and SO Mn+ =p AI" 
is impossible. 
If ni s r, then MO+ p-reduces Fo y,My+ . l l My’, and the result follows as 
in Case 4. El 
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